Coagulopathy and hemostatic monitoring in cardiac surgery: an update.
Cardiac surgery with cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) causes severe derangements in the hemostatic system, which in turn puts the patient at risks of microvascular bleeding. Excessive transfusion and surgical re-exploration after cardiac surgery are potentially associated with a number of adverse outcomes including increased mortality. This review describes coagulopathies occurring in cardiac surgery and the monitoring of these. Viscoelastic hemostatic assays (VHA) have routinely been used in cardiac surgery for more than 25 years and at least 16 studies (involving more than 3250 patients, including three randomized controlled trials) have compared VHA to routine coagulation tests (RCoT) with regards to their ability to predict bleeding and re-do surgery and also with regards to transfusion requirements secondary to hemostatic therapy based on VHA vs. RCoT. All 16 studies demonstrated superiority with VHA as compared to RCoT both in predicting bleeding and need for re-do surgery and in reducing the total amount of blood transfusions by employing goal-directed administration of blood products based on VHA as compared RCoT based therapy or at the clinicians discretion. The different types of coagulopathies observed in patients undergoing cardiac surgery requires adequate and timely hemostatic therapy and real-time monitoring with WHA such as TEG/ROTEM and whole blood platelet aggregometry.